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Adoption of Agricultural Innovations in

Developing Countries: A Survey

Abstrac't

This paper is a revised version of Staff Working Paper 444. It
reviews various studies which have provided a description of and possible
explanation to patterns of innovation adoption in the agricultural sector. It
therefore covers both empirical and theoretical studies. The discussion
highlights the diversity in observed patterns among various farmers- classes
as well as differences in results from different studies in different socio-
economic environments, and reviews the attempts to rationalize such
findings. Special attention is given to the methodologies which are commonly
used in studies of innovation adoption, and suggestions for improvements of
such work through the use of appropriate economometric methods are provided.





Adoption of Agricultural Innovations in Developing

Countries: A Survey

Summary

The paper reviews theoretical developments and empirical studies

focusing on the adoption and diffusion of agricultural innovations in less

developed countries. A conceptual framework is delineated first, where

adoption is a decision at the invididual farmer level, subject to various

constraints such as credit and information. Various elements in this

framework change over time (cash resources are augmented, information

accumulates and experience is gained, etc.) making adoption and diffusion a

dynamic process.

The different theoretical models of adoption show that observed

diffusion patterns depend critically on complicated (and sometimes

unobserveable) relationships between different elements such as the risks

associated with various technologies, the nature of farmers attitudes to

risks, the existence of fixed adoption costs (either actual or imputed) and

the availability of cash resources. Similar innovations may therfore

experience different adoption patterns in different areas and by different

groups of farmers. Specifically, the relationship between farm size and

adoption can take different shapes due to a host of factors.

The empirical studies reviewed in the survey reinforce most of the

conclusions emerging from the theoretical modeling. Innovations involving

higher fixed costs are adopted at a higher rate by larger farmers.

Innovations which are neutral to scale are eventually adopted by all clssses

of farmers, but larger farmers are typically among the early adopters. There

is also evidence that the "intensity" of adoption (e.g., proportion of area



allocated to new variety, of quantity of fertilizer :per. acre) may be higher on

smaller farms, under certain conditions, while in other cases the opposite is

observed. The conflicting evidence stems from the fact that farm. size is a

surrogate for a number of factors, some of which have contradicting effects.

Studies which tried to empirically establish the role of perceived

risk and risk aversion in explaining adoption of innovations have usually been

afflicted by measurement problems. In some cases, proxies which measure the

access to information (e.g., contact with extension) or ability to decipher

information (education, literacy) are used in order to infer on the role of

uncertainty, with obvious difficulties in interpretation.

Labor supply problems may sometimes inhibit adoption of innovations,

if these are labor-intensive. However, labor-replacing innovations were

adopted quite rapidly in other areas, where labor availability depended on

seasonal and uncertain supply. Credit supply is not necessarily an obstable

to adoption, as evidence on this matter is mixed.

Tenancy status is hypothesized by a number of authors to have an

impact on adoption of innovations. But empirical evidence to substantiate

this hypothesis is not conclusive, and in a number of studies no significant

differences are found between owners and tenants. These results may be due to

measurement problems (need to distinguish between owners-tenants and pure

tenants) or due to underlying relationships between tenancy and other factors

(access to credit, inputs and information).

The review points out a number of problems faced when empirical

analysis of adoption patterns is applied. A common weakness is the tendency

to consider innovation adoption in dichotomous terms (adoption/non adoption)

even though the actual decision made by farmers are defined over a continuous

range (e.g., quantity of fertilizers used). Another aspect where progress can



be made is the simultaneous nature of many of the decisions on adoption when,a

package of new practices is promoted. Such a situation requires appropriate

econometric tools.

Where the technological change is widespread, price effects and

other general equilibrium considerations, such as changes in land

distribution, should be incorporated in the analysis, since these are

undoubtedly affected and in turn produce secondary effects on the agricultural

economy.

The diversity of experiences with different innovations in different

geographical and socio-cultural environments suggest that studies of adoption

patterns should provide detailed information on attributes of the

institutional, social and cultural setting and their interactions with

economic factors. These may be an important element in explaining conflicting

experiences.
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Adoption of Agricultural Innovations in Developing Countries:
A Survey

I. Introduction

Adoption of technological innovations in agriculture has attracted consider-

able attention among development economists because the majority of the

population of less-developed countries (LDCs) derives its livelihood from

agricultural production and because new technology apparently offers oppor-

tunity to increase production and income substantially. But the introduction

of many new technologies has met with only partial success as measured by ob-

served rates of adoption. The conventional wisdom is that constraints to the

rapid adoption of innovations involves factors such as the lack of credit,

limited access to information, aversion to risk, inadequate farm size, inade-

quate incentives associated with farm tenure arrangements, insufficient human

capital, absence of equipment to relieve labor shortages (thus preventing

timeliness of operations), chaotic supply of complementary inputs (such as

seed, chemicals, and water), and inappropriate transportation infrastructure.

Many development projects have sought to remove some of these constraints

by introducing facilities to provide credit, information, orderly supply of

necessary and complementary inputs, infrastructure investments, marketing net-

work, etc. Removal of these constraints was expected to result not only in

adoption of the improved practices but also in a change in crop composition

which was thought to further increase average farm incomes. Expectations,

however, have been realized only partially. As past experience shows, im-

mediate and uniform adoption of innovations in agriculture is quite rare. In

most cases, adoption behavior differs across socioeconomic groups and over
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time. Some innovations have been well received while other improvements have

been adopted by only a very small group of farmers.

The purpose of this paper is to survey various studies that have attempted

to explain these observed patterns of adoption behavior either theoretically

or empirically. The next section introduces a general conceptual framework

for analyzing adoption and diffusion processes and then proceeds to survey the

existing conceptual and theoretical literature regarding adoption patterns of

agricultural innovations in LDCs within this framework. Section III reviews

empirical studies which have attempted to clarify and validate various aspects

of adoption processes in light of the theoretical literature. Section IV pro-

vides a critique of methodologies and models used in the empirical literature

and suggests new approaches and directions. The implications of the survey

are indicated in the last section.

While the objective of this paper is to survey the literature involved in

explaining the adoption process, the volume of such published research is

overwhelming. Hence, the attempt here is simply to review representative

works rather than to present an exhaustive discussion of all work to date.

II. Conceptual Framework and Theoretical Models of Adoption Patterns

A. Overview

Consideration of the results of theoretical investigations of the adoption of

agricultural innovations in LDCs is useful before reviewing empirical findings

since theoretical studies define adoption variables rigorously, set precise

relationships for estimation, and suggest hypotheses which can be-tested

empirically. Furthermore, theoretical analysis can lead to a better under-

standing of the interdependence among adoption decisions and,' thus, help in
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determining appropriate specification for simultaneous adoption models.

Finally, rigorous analysis helps to define in more precise terms the condi-

tions under which certain arguments are valid.

B. Adoption Defined

Rogers defines the adoption process as "the mental process an individual

passes from first hearing about an innovation to final adoption."'1 However,

for rigorous theoretical and empirical analysis, a precise quantitative defi-

nition of adoption is needed. Such a definition must distinguish between

individual (farm level) adoption and aggregate adoption. Final adoption at

the individual farmer's level is defined as the degree of use of a new tech-

nology in long-run equilibrium when the farmer has full information about the

new technology and its potential. This definition corresponds to T. W.

Schultz's2 contention that the introduction of new technologies results in a

period of disequilibrium behavior where resources are not utilized efficiently

by the individual farm. New equilibrium levels are attained through a process

of learning and experimentation. In the context of aggregate adoption behav-

ior, let the diffusion process be defined as "the process of spread of a new

,3
technology within a region." Aggregate adoption is measured by the aggre-

gate level of use of a specific new technology within a given geographical

area or within a given population.

In most cases, agricultural technologies are introduced in packages that

include several components, for example, high-yielding varieties (HYV), fer-

tilizers, and corresponding land preparation practicies. While the components

of a package may complement each other, some of them can be adopted independ-

ently. Thus, farmers may face several distinct technological options. They

may adopt the complete package of innovations introduced in the reqion or
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subse-ts of the package that can be adopted individually. In these cases,

several adoption and diffusion processes may occur simultaneously. However,

as pointed out by Mann,4 such adoption processes may follow specific (and

predictable) sequential patterns.

The definition of adoption above refers to the "degree of use" of a new

technology as a quantitative measure of the extent of adoption. A distinction

needs to be drawn, however, between new technologies which are divisible (such

as HYV or new variable inputs) and innovations which apply to the whole farm

and are not divisible, at least at a practical level (e.g., harvesters). The

intensity of adoption for the former type of innovation can be measured at the

individual farm level in a given time period by the amount or share of farm

area utilizing the technology or by the per hectare quantity of input used

where applicable. Analogous measures may apply at the aggregate level for a

region. For nondivisible innovations, the extent of adoption at the farm

level in a given period is necessarily dichotomous (use/no use); but, in the

aggregate, the measure becomes continuous (e.g., the percentage of farmers

using harvesters). Using these definitions of adoption and its quantitative

measurement, the remainder of this section posits a unifying framework for

analyses of adoption patterns. With the aid of such a framework, various

available studies will be discussed.

C. An Analytical Framework

A complete analytical framework for investigating adoption processes at the

farm level should include a farmer's decision-making model determining the

extent and intensity of use of the new technology at each point throughout the

adoption process and a set of equations of motion describing the time pattern

of parameters which affect the decisions of the farmer. These changes in
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parameters are the result of dynamic processes such as learning through in-

formation gathering, learning by doing, or accumulation of resources.

Generally, decisions of the farm in a given period are assumed to be de-

rived from the maximization of expected utility (or expected profit) subject

to land availability, credit, and other constraints.5 Profit is a function

of the farmer's choices of crops and technology in each time period. It,

therefore, depends on his discrete selection of a technology from a mix of

technologies including the traditional technology and a set of components of

the modern technology package.

Given this discrete choice, income is a continuous function of land al-

location among crop varieties, the production functions of these crop varie-

ties, the variable usage inputs, the prices of inputs and outputs and the

annualized costs associated with the discrete technological choice. Given the

discrete technology choice and land and variable input values, the perceived

income may be regarded as a random variable embodying objective uncertainties

with respect to yields (and prices) and the subjective uncertainties associ-

ated with the farmer's incomplete information about the production-function

parameters.

In many studies, the production function can be assumed to be the only

source of (objective and subjective) uncertainty to the farmer. In these

cases, maintaining an analytically tractable objective function depends on the

specification of the uncertainty in the production function. One convenient

and yet fairly general specification of a production function assumes

linearity in the random variable,

(1) y = f(x) + g(x) C ,
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where y denotes output, x is a vector of inputs, and C is a random variable

with zero mean.6 This formulation is flexible enough to allow situations

where some inputs (such as pesticides) have opposite effects on the mean and

variance of yields.

Sandmo's7 model of firm behavior under uncertainty allows analysis of

adoption choices assuming any concave utility function when the yield of only

one crop behaves according to (1) and other crops have deterministic yields.

Assuming negative exponential utility with normal yield distributions or

quadratic utility allows analysis of cases where several crops have yield un-

certainties. Under these assumptions, the farmer's objective function is

linear in the means, variances, and covariances of yields and is quadratic in

the areas allocated to the different crop varieties.

Most adoption studies assume that the amount of land a farmer can operate

each period is given; and, thus, he maximizes his expected utility subject to

land availability. Constraint imperfections in the credit and labor markets

may also result in credit- and labor-availability constraints that affect the

farmer's choice.

The solution to the temporal optimization problem at the beginning of each

period determines the type of technology the farmer will use in the period,

his allocation of land among crops, and his use of variable inputs. At the

end of each period, the actual yields, revenues, and profits are realized; and

this added information, as well as the experience accumulated during the

period and information on outcomes obtained by other farmers, tends to update

the parameters the farmer will use in his decision making for the next period.

There are several kinds of equations of motion which reflect changes in

the decision problem parameters over time. In addition to the obvious equa-

tions relating to cash resources and wealth accumulation, bne must consider
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equations of motion describing changes in the perceived parameters of the

production-function distributions. These changes are the result of a learning

process that incorporates prior perception and recent information about yields

and inputs uses of farmers in the region. One plausible approach in modeling

these changes in perception is to assume that farmers use Bayesian learning

rules to update their perceptions. An alternative formulation of these equa-

tions of motion may use more ad hoc learning rules and recognize explicitly

the effects of extension efforts and human capital differences in changes in

perceptions over time.8 Similar equations of motion may be used to update

the farmer's price perceptions.

Another set of equations of motion reflects changes over time in the farm-

er's effectiveness with new technologies. These changes may be the result of

learning by doing. That is, the farmer may become more proficient with his

technology as he accumulates information by using it. Measures of experience

with a technology include the length of time the farmer under consideration

and other farmers in the region have used the technology or the total cumula-

tive amounts of land utilized with the technology by the farmer and other

farmers in the region over time. Variables describing extension efforts and

human capital may play the same role as measures of learning by doing in the

equations of motion of the farmer's production coefficients.9

Yet another set of equations of motion may reflect changes in prices and

costs over time. In particular, these equations may focus on changes in the

setup cost associated with the new technologies. Cost and price changes may

result from technological improvements in the production of capital goods or

from improvements in the marketing network of inputs associated with the new

technologies. Output prices may be affected by expanded production of the
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crop if the innovation is adopted on a wide scale. The arguments in these

equations of motion may be time, other measures of individual and aggregate

experience with the new technology, measures of extension efforts, and the

rates of changes in the interest rate.10

The behavior of an individual with respect to a new technology (or a group'

of new technologies) over a period of time can be determined by solving the

temporal optimization problem of the individual at each point in time and us-

ing the equations of motion to generate the parameters for the optimization

problem. To analyze the diffusion of a new technology in a region, aggregate

market-clearing relations have to be specified to allow endogenous deter-

mination of input and output prices. Thus, at each period, the individual

optimization problems and the market-clearing relations will be solved simul-

taneously to determine price and resource allocation by individuals. Using

the equations of motion, this process can be followed to determine the tech-

nological choices of all individuals over time. The diffusion patterns of new

technologies can then be obtained by aggregation.

D. Review of Models of the Adoption Behavior of Individual Firms

Most of the theoretical studies of the adoption behavior of individual farmers

use static analysis which relates the degree of adoption to factors affecting

it. These studies investigate the properties of the solution to particular

cases of the temporal optimization problem of the farmer. One useful approach

is to characterize the problem as one where the farmer has to choose between

two technologies: one is the traditional technology and the other is a modern

technology such as the use of HYV and the inputs associated with it (ferti-

lizer, irrigation, and pesticides) with or without some form of fixed capital
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goods., Models following this approach investigate how much land is allocated

to modern technology and what are the input-land ratios of modern inputs under

different circumstances.

For example, Hiebert uses a stochastic production function and assumes

risk aversion to examine the effects of uncertainty and imperfect information

on adoption (and level of use) of fertilizer where only variable costs are

incurred in adoption. Imperfect information on yield response is represented

by a subjectively random effect of fertilizer in the production function. The

results indicate that risk aversion (as compared to risk neutrality) is as-

sociated with use of less land and less fertilizer in production of the modern

crop. The probability of adoption increases as the stock of information per-

taining to modern production increases, say, through extension efforts. If

different producers have different abilities to decipher and analyze informa-

tion, the likelihood of adoption is positively related to producer skills.

As Hiebert indicates, these theoretical results regarding the effects of

12extension are consistent with arguments advanced by Nelson and Phelps and

by Welch.13 In addition, the likelihood of adoption increases the better

the physical environment of the farm. A more favorable environment (better

soil and water availability) increases the expected utility of income from

modern production and, hence, increases the probability that a farmer will

adopt the new technology.

In another study, Feder14 assumed that uncertainty is associated only

with the new crop which, unlike the traditional crop, requires the use of

fertilizers. He uses a constant return-to-scale version of the formulation in

(1) to model the stochastic production function of the new crop. He also as-

sumes risk aversion and that adoption of the new crop does not require any
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fixed initial cost. Using this framework, he found that the level of fer-

tilizer use per acre (for the new crop) is independent of the degree of risk

aversion, uncertainty, and farm size when farmers are not restricted by credit

constraints. Under these circumstances, risk affects only the land-allocation

decision (between the old and new crops) in a manner consistent with Hiebert's

findings. Considering the effect of farm size on relative land allocation,

Feder showed that the share of the modern crop depends on the relationship

between relative risk aversion and income.15 Although there is no definite

theory regarding this relationship, when utility is defined over income in

excess of a subsistence level, the share of area allocated to the modern crop

increases with farm size.

Just and Zilberman16 later extended these considerations to all inputs

using the production function in (1) and showed that whether modern inputs are

used more or less intensively depends on whether the modern inputs are risk

reducing or risk increasing and on whether relative risk aversion is increas-

ing or decreasing. Their results also demonstrate that correlation of outputs

under alternative technologies plays an important role in determining adoption

rates. In particular, if the correlation of outputs under old and new tech-

nologies is low or negative and if the modern technology is sufficiently more

risky than the traditional technology, then larger farms will devote more land

in absolute terms but less land in proportionate terms to the new technology

than will smaller farms if relative risk aversion is increasing and absolute

risk aversion is decreasing with the farmer's wealth.

A factor which may explain a positive relationship between farm size and

the share of the modern crop is the existence of fixed transaction costs and

information acquisition costs associated with the new technology as shown in



Feder and O'Mara 17 and Just, Zilberman, and Rausser.18 They demonstrate

also that, at a given point in time, there may be a lower limit on the size of

adopting farms such that farms smaller than a certain critical level will not

adopt the new technology. The critical size increases with higher fixed in-

formation costs. But these results will not hold in the absence of uncer-

tainty, given that the new technology is more profitable and that it is

neutral to scale.

While the above results were derived assuming concave and well-behaved

utility functions, some theoretical studies of adoption behavior use "safety

first" types of models. This approach corresponds to assuming that the

utility of income is zero below a certain "disaster" level and is one above

it.19 Using this approach, Roumasset20 demonstrates that nonadoption of

new HYVs may be the result of higher disaster-level yield probabilities as-

sociated with HYVs in rain-fed crops. Using a similar safety-first model,

Bell21 shows that, in a simple case where only the modern production tech-

nology is considered, smaller farms will apply less fertilizer per acre be-

cause their subsistence requirements per acre are higher than those of larger

farms, forcing them to refrain from spending too much cash on fertilizers

which may not increase yields if the weather is poor.

However, it should be pointed out that a number of studies have argued

(although not in the context of technology adoption) that variable input use

may theoretically be higher on smaller farms even when uncertainty prevails

(e.g., Srinivasan).22 Empirical evidence shows contradictory patterns, and

it is obvious that results depend on other components in the model such as

land quality (irrigated or not) and land-credit relationships. Assuming that

a binding credit constraint prevails and that credit availability is propor-

tional to the size of the farm, Feder23 showed that increases in uncertainty
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levels (e.g., areas with rain-fed agriculture versus irrigated areas) are

likely to cause lower shares of modern cropland but higher fertilizer-land

ratios. Both land allocation and fertilizer-land ratio decisions depend

crucially on the relationship between relative risk aversion and income. How-

ever, if relative risk aversion is constant, it can be shown in the Feder

model that (1) both the fertilizer-land ratio and the land allocated to the

modern crop increase with farm size if credit increases more than propor-

tionately with farm size; (2) if the utility is defined over income in excess

of a subsistence level, the fertilizer-land ratio is independent of farm size,

but land allocation to the modern crop increases with farm size.

Yields are the only random variables in most of the analytical models of

adoption behavior under uncertainty. In reality, output and input prices also

may be random variables, and their uncertainty may affect technological

choices. Some of the implications of output price uncertainty on adoption

behavior can be deduced from models with yield uncertainties by interpreting

yield functions as revenue functions. The effect of wage-rate and output-

price uncertainties on adoption decisions is analyzed by Zilberman and

Just.24 They assume that the aggregate supply of hired labor is a random

variable (especially in the harvesting season when interregional migrants are

a significant part of the labor force). This uncertainty is transformed

(through the seasonal labor and output markets) into wage-rate and output-

price uncertainties. The model shows that the likelihood of adoption of a

"lumpy" laborsaving technology is increasing as labor-supply uncertainty is

increasing when the demand for output is elastic, but this is not necessarily

so with inelastic output demand.

The static individual adoption models that have been surveyed thus far

assume that the farmer adopts only one modern technology and has to decide on
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whether and to what extent to adopt it. In reality, quite frequently, modern

agricultural technologies are often introduced as a package with several com-

ponents; 2526 and, although these components may be complementary, not all

of them must be adopted simultaneously. Thus, the farmer makes a choice from

among several distinct combinations of modern components in a technological

package. A recent study by Feder27 analyzes the case where modern tech-

nology has two components. One is neutral to scale (e.g., an HYV). The other

is a lumpy innovation with a fixed capacity and requires a fixed installation

cost regardless of size (e.g., a tubewell). The lumpy innovation is bene-

ficial to farmers who use the traditional variety as well as to the adopters

of the HYV. Thus, farmers have three packages of new technology from which to

choose. They can adopt either the HYV or the lumpy innovation or they can

adopt both new innovations. The model assumes that the traditional crop is

not risky, while the HYV production function follows in equation (1).

The model indicates that, while HYV will be adopted by all farmers (in the

absence of fixed adoption costs), there will be a critical farm size such that

only farmers larger than that size will adopt the lumpy innovation for a given

risk aversion. Such farmers may devote a larger or a smaller portion of their

land to the scale-neutral innovation depending on the overall degree of com-

plementarity between the innovations. As it turns out, this dependence on

complementarity includes not only cross-yield effects of the innovations but

also cross-risk effects. If there is a binding credit constraint, an element

of substitutability is introduced even though the components are yield-wise

complementary. Thus, because the adoption of each component ties up cash re-

sources, policies which enhance the adoption of one component may retard the

adoption of the other.
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The static models of adoption behavior by individual farms indirectly

yield some interesting hypotheses regarding the dynamic properties of the

adoption process. Using theoretical or heuristic arguments regarding the be-

havior over time of the farmer's perceptions of production-function and

price-distribution parameters, they can be used to predict dynamic behavior.

For instance, Hiebert28 argues that, due to learning, the farmer's perceived

distribution of technical parameters shifts over time from a lower payoff to a

higher payoff. This induces farmers to increase their use of the new tech-

nology. Similarly, in models which incorporate a credit constraint, one can

assume that, over time, cash availability to farmers is increased due to

increased profits from partial adoption. Since the comparative static analy-

sis shows that increased credit (or cash) affects adoption positively, it fol-

lows that, in the case of a single innovation, adoption will increase over

time. In the case of a package of innovations, the pattern is not clear-cut

and depends on the degree of complementarity.

O'Mara29 was among the first to employ a specific Bayesian model whereby

producers improve their prior beliefs on the basis of observed performance

and, thus, are inclined to increase the share of the modern technology over

time. His work was followed by a number of models assuming Bayesian learning

which use an explicit formulation for evolvement of the perceived distribu-

tions of production-function parameters over time. These relations allow more

rigorous investigation of the dynamics of the adoption path and, in particu-

lar, allow analysis of the evaluation stage of the adoption process prior to

the actual use of the new innovation by the adopter.

Using such an approach, Lindner, Fischer, and Pardey30 developed an ex-

pression for the time lag between initial awareness and actual use. They as-

sume that the farmer is risk neutral and that the innovation is neutral to
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scale, has fixed technological coefficients, normally distributed yield, and

does not require any set-up cost. The farmer has a normally distributed prior

of the mean profit of the innovation, and the mean of the initial perceived

profit distribution is smaller than the expected profit of the traditional

technology.

The farmer is assumed to collect information about actual profits derived

by other farmers from the innovation. This information updates the prior ex-

pected profit in a Bayesian fashion. Actual experimentation occurs when the

innovation is perceived as more profitable (on average) than the traditional

technology. Lindner, Fischer, and Pardey found that the length of time lag

between awareness and adoption is negatively related to the mean profitability

of the new technology and positively related to the variance of actual

profit. Similarly, higher initial perceived mean profit and lower initial

variance are associated with a shorter adoption lag.

Fischer and Lindner31 extended the above model to allow for differences

among farmers (in soil quality, human capital, etc.). These differences cause

differences in performance of a new innovation at different farms. Farmers

are aware of these differences and account for them when updating their per-

ceived expected value of mean profit of the innovation. It is shown that a

farmer will require more information (or a longer evaluation period) before

adopting an innovation if differences between the farmer and the actual

sources of information are greater.

In another work, Lindner32 extends the above models to demonstrate that

informational reasons may account for the tendency of larger farms to adopt

new innovations earlier, even when these innovations are scale neutral. Here

he divides the time lag between the availability of a new innovation and its
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use into two subperiods: one is the discovery-stage lag (from availability to

awareness) and the other is the evaluation-stage lag (from awareness to use).

He also assumes that farmers actively engage in search and learning activities

to find better technologies. The extent of the effort devoted to search

activities is a function of the expected gain from these activities. Since

larger farmers will have larger expected (absolute) gains from new innova-

tions, they invest more in search efforts and their discovery stage lag is

thus shorter. Assuming differences among farms, Lindner shows that a farmer

may test a new innovation on the farm even before its perceived expected

profit is larger than that of the traditional one because of the informational

gain from on-farm information. Again, larger farms need to collect less off-

farm information to be persuaded to use a scale-neutral innovation on a trial

basis and, thus, larger farms have a shorter evaluation-stage lag as well as a

shorter discovery-stage lag.

The above works involving Bayesian learning assume risk neutrality, but,

with some additional restrictions, risk-averse behavior can be accommodated as

well. Stoneman's33 model, while dealing with industrial innovations rather

than with agriculture, provides a suitable starting point. The firm is

assumed to maximize a mean-variance utility function through the choice of an

optimal mixture between an old and a new technology in order to produce a

given level of output. Perceptions are assumed to be normally distributed and

expansion of the share of the new technology entails adjustment costs. With

some specific formulations for the functions in the model, Stoneman shows that

the diffusion of the new technology within the firm may follow the frequently

observed sigmoid pattern.

Following Stoneman, a recent paper by Lindner and Fischer34 introduces

the risk-averse Bayesian learning model in an agricultural decision-making
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context. The mean-variance utility function of the Stoneman model is re-

tained, but the volume of output is. not fixed. Rather, land availability is

assumed given. Similar to the findings of Just and Zilberman, the correlation

between yields of the old and new technologies is shown to be of great impor-

tance in determining adoption behavior. For instance, if the innovation is of

higher risk and if the correlation between the risks of the old and new tech-

nology is low, then a higher level of risk aversion corresponds to a shorter

time lag for adoption because of the diversification possibilities offered by

the innovation. Interpretation of this result in terms of possible differ-

ences in adoption behavior by farmers of different size classes (i.e., dif-

ferent wealth) is not straightforward because the model implicitly assumes

that absolute risk aversion is not affected by wealth. But if one assumes

that smaller farmers are more risk averse, the model predicts that certain

types of innovations will be adopted faster by smaller farmers than by larger

farmers.

E. Models of Aggregate Adoption

Most of the aggregate adoption models are dynamic and derive analytically the

behavior of the diffusion process over time. Much of this research has been

inspired by, and has attempted to explain, the frequent empirical findings of

'S"-shaped patterns of aggregate diffusion over time.35 Many of these stud-

ies stress the role of communication36 as done in Mansfield's37 seminal

paper which derives analytically an S-shaped diffusion path assuming that the

driving force of the diffusion process is imitation. A number of works which

extend Mansfield's approach specify diffusion behavior similarly and show that

diffusion processes can be described quite accurately by compact mathematical
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formulae such as a logistic curve or other specific sigmoids.38'39'40 The

parameters associated with these functions are determined by factors charac-

terizing the distribution of certain properties (e.g., risk aversion, wealth)

over the population of decision-makers as well as economic factors pertaining

to the innovation and the environment in which it is being introduced (adop-

tion costs, input prices, cost of alternatives, product prices, etc.). As

emphasized by Hernes, it is important to use a mathematical formulation which

is flexible enough to allow for asymmetry in behavior over time. By

introducing heterogeneity in the population both statically and dynamically,

Hernes shows that the culmulative distribution of adoption may be skewed

either rightward or leftward when external influences follow the usual

exponential function or when internal influences follow the usual logistic

function. From these results, he concludes that the shape of the growth curve

in itself provides little information about which underlying process is

applicable.

Mansfield's work has been criticized by Davis41 and Gutkind and

Zilberman42 for lacking a solid microeconomic model of the behavior of the

individual firm and by Stoneman43 for the ad hoc specification of the

learning process. The critics offer a new line of work on the dynamics of

diffusion which is more in tune with traditional microeconomics and with the

general framework presented here.

For example, Davis shows analytically and empirically (for industrial

innovations) that, if a new technology has scale elements and the farm-size

distribution is log-normal, processes of learning by doing and information

gathering will result in a sigmoid diffusion curve over time. This diffusion

curve follows a cumulative normal time path for major (and.technically com-

plex) innovations or a cumulative log-normal time path for simple and less
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expensive innovations. Gutkind and Zilberman obtain more general results for

cases where the new technology is embodied in a lumpy capital good and the

diffusion process is driven either by the decline of the relative price of the

capital good over time or by a process of learning by doing which reduces

variable input requirements over time. They show that, for unimodal and

negatively skewed farm-size distributions, these processes are likely to

result in sigmoid diffusion curves. Moreover, given farm-size distribution,

the inflection point of the diffusion curve corresponds to a larger aggregate

adoption level when the relative price of capital declines at a constant rate

over time than when it declines at decreasing rates over time.

Feder and O'Mara44 derive the aggregate diffusion curve of a scale-

neutral risky innovation with risk-neutral farmers, equal-size farms, and

normally distributed prior belief regarding the mean yield of the new tech-

nology. Assuming a Bayesian learning process, they show that aggregate adop-

tion at each point in time is a function of cumulative aggregate adoption

prior to that moment and that the resulting diffusion curve can be sigmoid

shaped. Their results provide justification for the use of cumulative adop-

tion as an index of learning and experience in formulating a perceived produc-

tion function in lieu of specifying a full-fledged Bayesian learning model.

Cochrane's45 "technological treadmill" model offers another possible

approach for analyzing the diffusion of innovations in agriculture. It in-

corporates some of the notions developed in rural-sociology studies of adop-

tion behavior into a dynamic model of a competitive industry. Following

Rogers, it assumes that farmers are divided, according to their tendency to

adopt, into three groups: "early adopters," "followers," and "laggards." It

also assumes that farmers face a sequence of innovations which are adopted one
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at- a time. This approach emphasizes the possible reduction in gains from

adoption over time due to negatively sloped demand (which causes price re-

duction when supply expands with adoption).

A rigorous formulation of this approach appears in Kislev and Shchori-

Bachrach.46 Their model describes an "innovation cycle" where a new product

or a new production technology becomes available to a competitive industry.

The more skilled producers are assumed to have a higher opportunity cost for

their resources and are also more efficient in their acquisition of technical

knowledge (and are the "early adopters"). Knowledge is also affected by com-

munal learning by doing which is represented through the cumulative aggregate

output of the industry. The level of knowledge affects the production

function of each firm; and it is shown that, initially, the higher skilled

producers will adopt the new technology while the lower skilled producers will

wait until sufficient experience has developed at the industry level. While

industry's output expands, with the joining of lesser skilled producers the

price drops (demand is stationary); and it is quite possible that the higher

skilled producers will switch to alternative activities since the opportunity

cost for their resources is high.

Feder and O'Mara47 incorporate risk-reducing learning (measured by

cumulative use of the innovation) in a model where individual farmers maximize

expected utility by optimal choice of a mix of old and new technologies and

adoption involves a fixed set-up cost. Through numerical simulation, the

aggregate adoption pattern is shown to follow the familiar sigmoid shape.

The work of Day and Singh48 constructs another dynamic model of aggre-

gate adoption where farmers' behavior is characterized as "cautious optimiza-

tion." With the passage of time, farmers' self-imposed constraints which are
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due to risk aversion are gradually removed (through learning by doing); and

financial constraints are relaxed (through buildup of surplus cash generated

by profitable adoption in previous years). Subject to these constraints, the

extent of adoption of modern HYV is determined in a linear programming model.

The gradual relaxation of constraints over time leads to higher levels of

adoption which, in turn, lead to an even faster removal of constraints; and

aggregate adoption proceeds until some upper limit is reached.

F. Adoption Behavior and Tenurial Arrangement

The framework presented above and the studies reviewed thus far assume that

each farmer controls a given amount of land without specifying landownership

and rental arrangements. Several studies, however, argue that tenurial

arrangements may play an important role in the adoption decision. Views, how-

ever, are not unanimous; and the subject is of considerable controversy.

For example, Bahduri49 develops a model which shows that a landlord's

double role both as a provider of credit and as a landowner (which is quite

common in India, the country on which Bahduri focuses) creates a situation

such that the landlord may not permit adoption of yield-increasing innova-

tions. This is because adoption will reduce the tenants' indebtedness to the

landlord, and the income from lending will decline more than the output share

will increase. In a similar vein, although using a more complicated model

(incorporating uncertainty and a mean standard deviation utility function),

Scandizzo5so concludes that landlords will be reluctant to adopt land-

augmenting innovations if interest earnings and price margins are high (owing

to the fact that landlords market their tenants' output). The response to

labor-augmenting innovations may be similar although the likelihood of resist-

ance is smaller.
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Bahduri's analysis was criticized by a number of authors. Newbery,51

for example, argues that if the landlord has sufficient monopoly power to ex-

ploit the peasant and withhold the innovation, then he should have sufficient

power to extract the extra profit generated by the innovation. Similarly,

Ghose and Saith52 object to Bahduri's simplified assumptions of the model

and under an alternative formulation conclude that landlords will favor adop-

tion of yield-increasing technologies. A number of factual and methodological

objections concerning Scandizzo's model is also raised by de Janvry.53 In

particular, the assumption of fixed crop-sharing parameters is criticized for

essentially the same reason as that mentioned by Newbery. Rather than being a

means for extracting profits, usurious interest rates serve to tie the tenant

to the land and weaken his bargaining position. Thus, under semifeudal con-

ditions, landlords would not be reluctant to adopt yield-increasing innovation

subject to the usual profitability and risk considerations.

While the landlord-moneylender link does not seem to provide sound hy-

potheses on the relationship between the land-tenure system and innovations,

Newbery constructs a model which implies that sharecropping could hinder

adoption of innovations. The essential assumptions are that both production

and labor markets are subject to uncertainties and that the new technology

(unlike the traditional one) is such that tenants' inputs (in particular,

labor) cannot be supervised. This implies that the innovation increases the

moral hazard and is, thus, unacceptable to the landlord unless he can increase

fixed charges and reduce the share he receives of the crop; but such changes

are likely to be rejected by tenants. It is claimed that, under such circum-

stances, the landlord may prefer to evict his tenants and resort to the use of

hired labor with the new technology; however, if supervision costs are high,

such an outcome is doubtful.
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The tenurial contract may change as a result of technological change as

demonstrated by Bell54 in his detailed analysis of the choice of lease ar-

rangements. Tenants' attitudes toward adoption are shown to depend not on the

form of the existing lease but on the profitability and riskiness of the new

technology. Whenever the innovation is attractive to the tenant, it will also

be attractive to the less risk-averse landlord. The latter will also be

inclined to share in the variable costs if he was not doing so already.

Further hypotheses regarding tenure systems and the impact of technologi-

cal change are formulated by Bardhan.55 He constructs a model with endoge-

nous wage determination as well as allocation of land between sharecropping

and self-cultivation. The analysis yields a number of results including the

following: (1) the percentage of area under tenancy will increase if a land-

augmenting technological change is introduced, (2) a larger degree of imper-

fection in the market for inputs which are complementary with HYV cultivation

technology leads to a lower percentage of area under tenancy, and (3) a higher

labor intensity of the crop induces a higher incidence of tenancy.56

III. Empirical Studies of Adoption

The theoretical models discussed thus far suggest many important hypotheses in

relating adoption of new technologies to key economic and physical parameters

both in a static and dynamic context and on both a micro and macro scale.

Parallel to the development of these conceptual frameworks, a large empirical

literature has evolved which attempts to analyze observed adoption patterns

mostly by focusing on the relationships of key variables to adoption be-

havior. Review of these results is important in assessing the present state

of knowledge of the adoption process. Furthermore, the contribution of these
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empirical models is enhanced by interpreting their implications against the

backdrop of the conceptual models considered above. That is, the empirical

results can confirm or reject some of the theoretical explanations in specific

cases and can suggest important new avenues in conceptual work. This section

reviews some of the empirical works on adoption of agricultural innovations.

For the purposes of this paper, the Green Revolution and farmers' response

to it are relevant as examples of innovations that are divisible and thus

neutral to scale (provided no credit and tenure constraints are present).

There are scores of empirical studies related to the Green Revolution, and

individual mention of each in this review is impractical. However, Ruttan57

has drawn several generalizations from this large body of literature:

1. The new high-yielding varieties (HYV) were adopted at exceptionally

rapid rates in those areas where they were technically and economi-

cally superior to local varieties.

2. Neither farm size nor tenure has been a serious constraint to the

adoption of new HYVs of grain. While smaller farmers and tenants

tended to lag behind larger farmers in the early years following the

introduction of HYVs, these lags have typically disappeared within a

few years.

3. Neither farm size nor tenure has been an important source of differen-.?

tial growth in productivity.

4. The introduction of HYVs has resulted in an increase in the demand for

labor.

5. Landowners have gained relative to tenants.

Ruttan acknowledges that there are many exceptions to these generaliza-

tions because innovations have been introduced in environments with different
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economic, social, and political institutions. Similar issues have been raised

in analyses of adoption of other types of agricultural innovations.

Ruttan's generalizations, as well as the theoretical work considered in

the preceding section, suggest several factors affecting the adoption process.

To systematically summarize the vast amount of empirical literature on adop-

tion, this section organizes the review of empirical work according to the key

explanatory factors affecting adoption.

A. Farm Size

Farm size is one of the first factors on which the empirical adoption litera-

ture focused. Farm size can have different effects on the rate of adoption

depending on the characteristics of the technology and institutional setting.

More specifically, the relationship of farm size to adoption depends on such

factors as fixed adoption costs, risk preferences, human capital, credit con-

straints, labor requirements, tenure arrangements, etc. The role of some of

these factors points to the need to sort out the effects of these confounding

effects. These possibilities are discussed in the remainder of this section.

An often-mentioned impediment to adoption of new technology by smaller

farms relates to fixed costs attached to implementation. The theoretical

literature suggests that large fixed costs cause a reduced tendency to adopt

and a slower rate of adoption on smaller farms. These conclusions are sup-

ported by Weil58 who found in Africa that adopters of ox cultivation cropped

larger areas and operated significantly larger farms than those using hand

cultivation. Several studies reviewed by Binswanger59 have found a simi-

larly strong positive relationship between farm size and adoption of tractor

power in south Asia. Other empirical studies have shown that inadequate farm
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size also impedes an efficient utilization and adoption of certain types of

irrigation equipment such as pumps and tubewells.60'61'62

It is important to note, however, that the relative lumpiness of tech-

nology is somewhat mitigated by a larger variety of designs and by the emerg-

ence of markets for hired services.63 For example, Greene64 found that

smaller farms in Thailand overcame an initial lag fairly fast and eventually

used (hired) tractor services as much as did larger farms. Similar findings

are reported for the Philippines by Alviar.65 In some areas, governmental

tractor hire stations have been established, but quite often these programs

have failed (e.g., in northern Nigeria) because of poor maintenance.

The study by Weil further indicates that the negative relation between

adoption of lumpy technology and farm size may be caused by credit con-

straints. He suggests that capital may be more available for large farms so

that, even though all farms may wish to adopt (and may increase short-run

profit by adopting), larger farms are more likely to do so.

Many empirical studies also suggest that the use of HYV and some modern

variable inputs initially tends to lag behind on smaller farms. For example,

Parthasarathy and Prasad66 found a significant positive relationship between

size and HYV seed adoption in an Andhra-Pradesh village in 1971-72 (about

seven years after HYV introduction). Additional evidence of such instances is

cited in the surveys by Vyas67 and Perrin and Winkelmann.68 Thus, the

majority of evidence indicates that the incidence (as opposed to intensity) of

adoption of HYV is positively related to farm size. Since HYV technology is

seemingly scale neutral, these results may appear to be at variance with eco-

nomic intuition. However, as some theoretical studies suggest, even seemingly

neutral technologies such as HYV may entail significant setup costs in terms
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of learning, locating, and developing markets as well as for training hired

labor. When these factors are appropriated as fixed expenses, then the theo-

retical models imply that they tend to discourage adoption by small farms.

A number of empirical studies also support Ruttan's contention above that

smaller farms which initially lag behind larger ones in adopting HYV even-

tually catch up; and, moreover, some evidence is consistent with and validates

the theoretical finding that the intensity of HYV adoption on small farms

exceeds that of larger farms. For example, Muthia,69 Schluter,70 and

Sharma71 found that small- and medium-size farms in India adopted HYV on a

larger proportion of acreage than did large farms. Schluter further found

that the degree of this relationship increased with the length of time since

the introduction of the new varieties.

The studies regarding intensity of fertilizer and pesticide use per unit

of land show a more confusing pattern of behavior. While many studies indi-

cate no significant difference in chemical input use per acre between farms of

different size, 7273,74,75 others indicate a positive relationship between

the amount of fertilizer applied per hectare of fertilized land and farm

size. Perrin and Winkelmann76 report that there were significant size ef-

fects in about half of the studies covered by their survey. Similar findings

are reported by Clawson77 and in a number of other studies cited by

Singh.78 On the other hand, some empirical studies find negative relation-

ships between intensity of use of modern inputs and farm size. However,

Van der Veen,79 who studied Philippine rice, suggested three possible ex-

planations for this observed phenomenon. First, small farms may farm land

more intensively to meet subsistence needs; second, small farms may irrigate

more efficiently; and, third, small farms use relatively more low-cost family
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labor. Srinivasan80 has shown analytically that some of these factors ex-

plain the higher use of variable input per hectare by smaller farms. Theo-

retical studies on these types of inputs also show that the relationship

between farm size and intensity of use depends critically on risk preferences

of farms and on the risk effects of the input. With constant relative risk

aversion or a risk neutral input, the theoretical studies imply no relation-

ship between farm size and intensity, while a positive relationship is implied

by increasing (decreasing) relative risk aversion for a risk increasing (re-

ducing) input.

The relationship between credit and farm size may be another factor under-

lying the conflicting observed patterns of modern input use by farmers of dif-

ferent size classes as suggested by some of the theoretical studies reviewed

in the preceding section. Credit constraints may or may not be binding in

some areas and in some size classes; but, when credit is binding, use may be

positively related to size.

While many of the empirical findings on the relationship between farm size

and adoption are compatible with the implications of theoretical studies,

several observations from empirical studies are apparently explained by fac-

tors not yet considered in the theoretical literature. For example, an addi-

tional reason given by Weil81 for adoption, beyond the profit motive, is

that farmers apparently prefer to replace heavy demands on human power with ox

cultivation to improve working conditions. This observation suggests that

theoretical models should be further developed to consider the labor/leisure

and income/quality-of-life trade-offs in technology adoption. Moreover, in

some cases, land quality differences combine with farm size differences to

affect adoption decisions. For example, Burke82 found that adopters of
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Green Revolution technology are more land intensive when soil quality is taken

into account in measuring land intensity, whereas they are less land intensive

if land quality is not considered and land intensity is simply measured by the

land/labor ratio. Gladwin's83 findings in Mexico further suggest the im-

portance of considering land quality in explaining adoption decisions.

The wide variety of empirical results interpreted in the context of the

theoretical literature suggests that landholding size is a surrogate for a

large number of potentially important factors such as access to credit, ca-

pacity to bear risks (see discussion below), access to scarce inputs (water,

seeds, fertilizers, insecticides), wealth, access to information, etc. Since

the influence of these factors varies in different areas and over time,84 so

does the relationship between landhoiding size and adoption behavior. Because

the theoretical literature and analytical interpretation of the empirical re-

sults suggest that several intervening factors lie at the root of observed

farm-size/adoption relationships, the remainder of this section turns to con-

sideration of the observed role of such factors.85

B. Risk and Uncertainty

Innovations entail, in most cases, a subjective risk (that yield is more un-

certain with an unfamiliar technique) and, quite often also, objective risks

(due to weather variations, pest susceptibility, uncertainty regarding timely

availability of crucial imputs, etc.). However, empirical studies have quite

rarely treated this factor because of measurement difficulties. One example

is Gerhart's study86 of maize adoption in Kenya which used the presence of

drought-resistant crops as an indication of especially high risks and found

this variable statistically significant in explaining adoption performance.
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However, this procedure is potentially misleading since the decision to plant

drought-resistant crops is an endogenous variable and should not, in general,

be included on the right-hand side of the equation. A more appropriate pro-

cedure used in a number of studies, which obtained observations from different

climatic or topographical areas, was through location-specific dummy variables

that were shown to be significant.87'88 It should be noted that such dummy

variables could also represent other factors relating, for example, to fer-

tility (rainfall, soil quality, etc.) or access to markets.

Another approach is to ascertain farmers' perceptions through direct in-

terviews. The only works following this procedure in the context of

innovation adoption are reported by O'Mara89 and Binswanger et al.90

O'Mara derived for a sample of Mexican farmers the corresponding sets of sub-

jective yield distributions associated with HYV. These were shown to be re-

lated to the adoption decisions actually taken, and they were modified over

time on the basis of new information. Other possibilities which were sug-

gested relate to proxy variables measuring rainfall variability or indices

related to incidence of major disasters (major infestations, severe droughts,

floods, etc.). Binswanger et al. obtained a measure of farmers' risk aversion

(for a sample of farmers in India) through gambling experiments. These meas-

ures were then used as an explanatory variable in a multivariate analysis of

fertilizer adoption, with mixed results in terms of statistical significance.

Farmers' technology choices are based on their subjective probabilities

and, hence, on their exposure to information regarding new technology. As

Gafsi and Roe91 show for Tunisia, domestically developed new varieties will

be received more favorably by farmers than unfamiliar imported varieties. A

related hypothesis is that more exposure to appropriate information through

various communication channels reduces subjective uncertainty. As before, the
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problem lies in measuring the extent of information to which the farmer is

exposed. A common proxy variable is whether the farmer was visited by exten-

sion agents (e.g., Gerhart, Colmenares92) or whether he attended demonstra-

tions organized by the extension service or other agencies (as done by

Demir93 and Perrin 94). Some studies used both variables because they

represent different exposure sources. Other studies consider exposure to mass

media (newspapers, radio, leaflets), literacy, level of education, and period

of time spent out of the village as appropriate proxies.

While these studies are motivated by the conceptual work of Rogers on

stages of experimentation, few of them (e.g., O'Mara) apply the more sophisti-

cated Bayesian models of learning such as the one proposed by Lindner.95 It

is observed that, in many cases, farmers experiment with new technologies or

new practices on a small portion of their land. This would tend to suggest

that some Bayesian learning processes are taking place. Results of studies

using information proxies are mixed as "information" variables are not always

found statistically significant, and no general conclusions can be derived.

The problem may lie simply in the fact that, in some instances, the proxy does

not measure what it is supposed to approximate. For example, literacy may not

have much to do with available information (see Vyas96) if the extension

service organizes an effective demonstration pilot program at the village

level. Or, in cases where the extension service has failed in the past in

solving a major farm problem (thus eroding farmers' confidence), the most

dominant factor may be the information gained by observing the procedures and

performance of neighbors, friends, and relatives who have experimented with

the innovation as the Indian study by Harriss97 indicates. However, in some

cases, both demonstration and imitation effects may fail to exert influence as
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indicated in Ojo's study98 of the western region of Nigeria. In any case,

most of the empirical work on the role of subjective risk is not at a rigorous

enough level yet to allow validation or refutation of available theoretical

work.

C. Human Capital

In contrast to the subjective (learning) risk literature, the human capital

empirical literature relating to adoption is well integrated with the theory.

In dealing with U. S. agriculture, Welch99 draws a distinction between

worker ability and allocative ability. Allocative ability is the ability to

adjust to changes. Huffmanio uses these concepts to show both theoreti-

cally and empirically that farmers with higher education possess higher al-

locative ability and adjust faster to reduction in nitrogen prices by adopting

nitrogen-intensive technologies. He further noted that education is parti-

culary important when extension activities are less intense.

These works were inspired by the work of Theodore W. Schultz101 in de-

veloping agriculture that showed the importance of human capital in dealing

with the situation of disequilibrium which results from the introduction of

new technology. Theodore W. Schultz102 later surveyed a number of empirical

studies which examined the ability to deal with disequilibrium. Many of these

studies (e.g., Evenson 03) found that education plays a strong role in de-

termining rates of adoption of new technology in developing agriculture. Some

indirect support for this assertion can be inferred from other studies sur-

veyed in Lockheed, Jamison, and Lau.104 These studies find a significant

relationship between education indicators and farm productivity. Since the

adoption of innovations generally increases productivity, the importance of

education (and extension) in affecting adoption behavior seems to be implied.
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D. Labor AvaiZabi,?ity

Labor availability is another often-mentioned variable which affects farmers'

decisions regarding adoption of new agricultural practices or inputs. Some

new technologies are relatively laborsaving, and others are labor using. For

example, ox cultivation technology is laborsaving, and its adoption might be

encouraged by labor shortage. On the other hand, HYV technology generally

requires more labor inputs so labor shortages may prevent adoption. Moreover,

new technologies may increase the seasonal demand of labor so that adoption is

less attractive for those with limited family labor or those operating in

areas with less access to labor markets.

Hicks and Johnson105 have found that higher rural labor supply leads to

greater adoption of labor-intensive rice varieties in Taiwan, and Harriss106

has found that shortages of family labor explain nonadoption of HYV in India.

Most of the studies seem to agree that the operative constraint in African

farming systems is the peak-season labor scarcity.107 Specific evidence

to that effect for the North Central region of Nigeria is provided by

Norman. 10 The seasonal peak labor shortage may be overcome, however, if

neighboring regions peak at different times thus allowing temporary labor

migration.

One of the major purposes of farm mechanization is to alleviate labor

bottlenecks. For example, ox power and tractor power can make possible more

timely farming operations and allow increased production and reduced labor

demand and, sometimes, more double and multiple cropping. These arguments are

confirmed by the empirical works of Alviar109 in Laguna; Spenser and

Byerlee110 in Sierra Leone; and Weilill in Gambia. These results support
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the theoretical work on labor bottlenecks and labor supply uncertainty sug-

gesting that uncertainty regarding the availability of labor in peak season

can explain adoption of new laborsaving technology.

E. The Credit Constraint

Several of the theoretical studies mentioned earlier argue that the need to

undertake fixed investments may prevent small farms from adopting new innova-

tions quickly. Access to capital in the form of either accumulated savings or

capital markets is necessary in financing the adoption of many new agricul-

tural technologies. Thus, differential access to capital is often cited as a

factor affecting differential rates of adoption. This is, in particular, the

case with indivisible technology, such as tractors or other machinery, that

requires a large initial investment. These implications have been confirmed

by descriptive and empirical work on the role of credit as well.1 12'113'114

On the other hand, others have argued that lack of credit is not a crucial

factor inhibiting adoption of innovations which are scale neutral. Schutjer

and Van der Veen115 cite a number of scholars who point out that the

profitability of HYV adoption will induce even small farms to mobilize (from

whatever sources to which they have access) the relatively small cash require-

ments for necessary inputs. Von Pischke 116 similarly questions the asser-

tions presenting credit availability as a precondition for adoption.

A number of studies, however, have found that lack of credit is an impor-

tant factor limiting adoption of HYV technology where fixed pecuniary costs

are not large. For instance, in a study of Indian agriculture, Bhalla117

reported that small and large farms differed in the reasons offered for not

using fertilizer in 1970-71. Lack of credit was a major constraint for
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48 percent of small farms and for only 6 percent of large farms. Bhalla

concludes that "access to credit may be responsible for the gain in income

(and HYV area) made by the large farmers." Similarly, many other studies have

found that a majority of small farms reported shortage of funds as a major

constraint on adoption of divisible technology such as fertilizer

use. 118,119,120

External off-farm income sources are of relevance as well since they

enable the farmer to undertake agricultural practices which may otherwise

jeopardize his subsistence income. Also, off-farm income can help to overcome

a working capital constraint or may even finance the purchase of a fixed-

investment type of innovation. These effects have been verified empirically

by Gerhart, Perrin, Demir, 12 and Rochin and Witt,122 among others,

through the introduction of a measure (or a dummy variable) of such income.

The study by Scobie and Franklin123 also concludes that access to credit

may not encourage adoption if it entails restrictions on input use (e.g.,

lower limit on fertilizer and pesticide applications). In fact, evidence

suggests that rational farmers will evade the restrictions. In areas where

adoption of divisible innovations (such as HYV) is dependent on (or greatly

enhanced by) complementary indivisible investment (such as tubewells), lack of

credit can impede the uptake of the divisible innovation by smaller

farms.124 These results are fully consistent with the theoretical explana-

tion advanced by Feder125 on the role of credit and risk in explaining

adoption of interrelated agricultural innovations. One policy advanced for

minimizing the adoption-discouraging effects of credit scarcity is a subsidi-

zation of credit. But Lipton126 argues that subsidization of credit does

not necessarily circumvent the problem for smaller farms since, in many cases,

the larger and more influential farms manage to get the bulk of such credit.
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F. Tenure

A number of empirical and descriptive studies have considered the effects of

tenure arrangements and the proportion of farms rented on the adoption of HYV

127technology. For example, Parthasarathy and Prasad conclude that tenants

had a lower tendency to adopt HYV compared to owners. On the other hand,

nitrogen fertilizer use levels were the same for tenants and owners. But use

of less familiar fertilizers, such as phosphates, and use of insecticides by

both smaller farms and tenants was lower. The evidence is somewhat confusing

since, as the authors emphasize, the landlord is the decision-maker regarding

the variety of crops to be grown on leased land. Similarly, other empirical

studies do not find a clear relationship between tenure and adoption.

Vyas128 cites studies referring to HYV wheat adoption in India which show

that tenants were not only as innovative as landowners but sometimes used more

fertilizer per hectare than did owners. It has been pointed out by some ob-

servers, however, that a distinction should be drawn between pure tenants (who

own no land) and tenant-owners (who own at least some of their land)--where

the latter can be expected to be more receptive to innovations. One reason

for this behavior may be that tenant-owners are less affected by credit con-

straints than are pure tenants.

%129
The work of Schutier and Van der Veen further suggests that any ob-

served effect of tenancy may be indirectly due to the implied relation between

tenure and access to credit, input markets, product markets, and technical

information. If these relationships differ in different sociocultural en-

vironments, empirical results may seem conflicting if the underlying factors

are not considered directly. Thus, a lack of clear empirical results on the

relationship between tenure and adoption may be due to the fact that many fac-

tors are yet to be considered appropriately.
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The conflicting empirical results regarding the relationship of tenure and

adoption are in accordance with the unsettled debate in the theoretical

literature regarding the relation between tenancy and adoption (see preceding

section). The discussions point out the need to specify the terms of tenurial

agreement explicitly for empirical work.

G. Supply Constraints

An important factor in explaining adoption patterns is the availability of

complementary inputs. It is obvious that HYV seeds will not be adopted by

most farmers unless (1) seeds are available and (2) some fertilizers are

available; in most cases, the high-yield potential of the seed can be realized

only if at least some fertilizers are applied. Thus, a sound study should

determine whether behavior is supply constrained. But other inputs are also

complementary to different degrees, e.g., water, storage facilities (for

perishable crops), etc.

The latter point further suggests the issue of complementary innovations

mentioned earlier. That is, some innovations (which may or may not have been

introduced simultaneously) are complementary to a certain degree. Thus, the

HYV fertilizer package is more profitable and less risky if means of develop-

ing an assured and regulated water supply are also provided.1 30 "31 The

studies by Clay132 and Duff,133 and Vyas134 provide detailed descrip-

tions of innovation complementarity and suggest the importance of jointly

examining such adoption decisions empirically.

H. Aggregate Adoption Over Time

The early empirical studies of the dynamics of diffusion in agriculture were

conducted in the United States during the 1940s and 1950s and established some
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of the basic notions regarding adoption behavior over time in agriculture--

especially at the aggregate level. Studies conducted by rural sociologists

have documented sigmoid diffusions curves over time for several agricultural

innovations (e.g., Rogers; Beal and Buhlen).135 Many of these studies have

focused on the role of communications in determining the pace of the diffusion

process and the shape of the diffusion curve. For example, Rogers discusses

empirically the existence of different stages of the adoption proc- ess for

different categories of adopters of hybrid corn in the United States. He

found that the awareness gap and the experimentation period are shorter for

the early adopter than for followers. Using data on diffusion of weed spray-

ing in Iowa, Rogers constructed an aggregate adoption measure and an aggregate

awareness measure and studied how these measures changed over time. Both

functions are S-shaped, but the horizontal gap between them becomes greater

with time, thus implying shorter awareness and experimentation gaps for early

adopters. As section II indicates, there are several theoretical models that

explain the shape of the diffusion curve. But the dynamics of aggregate

awareness and the experimentation period have not been addressed analyti-

cally. Nevertheless, the framework developed by Fischer and Lindner136 for

analyzing the allocation of resources to search for technology seems to offer

a promising point of departure.

The first econometric study of aggregate adoption over time was conducted

by Griliches137 who introduced economic variables to explain the diffusion

of hybrid corn in the United States. He estimated the fraction of land

utilized with hybrid corn as a logistic function of time for 132 corn-growing

districts. The logistic function,

P(t) = K -_ e-(a+bt -1 9
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is a sigmoid function of t where K is the long-run upper limit on adoption

aggregate; the slope coefficient, b, is a measure of the rate of acceptance of

the new technology; and the intercept, a, reflects aggregate adoption at the

start of the estimation period. Griliches found variation in the diffusion

curve parameters among districts. Further investigation showed that a sub-

stantial share of the variation in rate of acceptance and the long-run upper

limit on adoption of hybrid corn are explained by differences in profitability

of the technology in different districts.

Using Griliches' approach, Martinez138 obtains similar results for the

adoption of hybrid corn inArgentina. Jarvis139 estimates and predicts the

diffusion of improved pastures in Uruguay using a nonlinear regression tech-

nique for a modified logistic curve that includes beef and fertilizer prices

as explanatory variables. Both prices (and, hence, the relative profita-

bility) significantly affect the rate of acceptance and the long-run upper

limit of aggregate adoption. Jarvis also shows that the long-run aggregate

adoption level is affected by the amounts of land suitable for the new grass

varieties.

Several theoretical models discussed earlier explain the empirically ob-

served sigmoid diffusion curves and the sensitivity of the parameters to the

relative profitability of the new technology. One of the theoretical models,

however, is directly backed by empirical application. Kislev and Shchori-

Bachrach140 analyzed the diffusion of plastic covers among different groups

of vegetable growers in Israel. They estimated a diffusion curve for each

group and explained differences in coefficients among groups by human capital

differences (measured by average schooling). Skill-intensive groups were the

earlier adopters and, thus, the intercepts of their diffusion curves are
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larger. Labor-intensive producers, who eventually become the main users of

the technology, are late adopters and have low intercepts but high rates of

acceptance in their diffusion curves. The predicted long-run aggregate adop-

tion level was found to be larger than the actual one, and it is explained by

a reduction in vegetable prices resulting from extensive adoption of the

technology. The reduction of prices results in unfulfilled expectations for

profit--especially for the low-skilled followers and laggards who are the main

users of the new technology in the long run. The skill-intensive early adop-

ters were most likely to switch to the next stage in the new technology pack-

age. Their study thus presents an application of Cochrane's technological

treadmill hypothesis.

Another component of Cochrane's model is documented in Mann's1 4' de-

scription of a sequential pattern of adoption of innovations for Green Revolu-

tion technologies in Turkey. Also, Falcon142 notes that the "phenomenal"

increase in food supply and the resulting price reductions are the main

characteristics of the diffusion of Green Revolution technologies in Asia.

Similar findings are reported by Scobie and Franklin for Colombia.143 These

studies thus suggest that output price impacts and the role of adoption se-

quences should receive more attention in future studies of the diffusion

processes.

IV. Evaluation of Previous Work and New Directions
in Empirical Research

A. Somie General Remarks

While the above sections review the conclusions of a great number of empirical

studies of adoption and possible theoretical explanations of them, it is
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worthwhile to discuss the validity of the empirical methodology. Much of the

empirical work has lacked a theoretical basis on which to specify structural

relationships and interdependencies. Thus, the functional forms which have

been estimated may not correspond to any reasonable underlying decision be-

havior. More importantly, many models often fail to meet the statistical

assumptions that are necessary to validate the hypothesis tests upon which the

conclusions are based. Many studies provide only qualitative rather than

quantitative information about the adoption process. Finally, in many cases,

endogenous variables have been used as explanatory variables without regard

for the simultaneous equations bias which can result. This section deals with

these issues and the approaches for adequate consideration of them.

B. Dichotomous and Continuous Adoption Variables

In most studies, adoption variables are categorized simply as "adoption" or

"nonadoption." However, knowledge that a farmer is using HYVs may not provide

much information about farmer behavior because he may be using 1 percent or

100 percent of his hectarage. Similarly, with respect to the adoption of new

types of fertilizers, a farmer may be using a small amount or a large amount

per hectare on which it is applied. Indeed, on the basis of a comprehensive

review of adoption studies, Schutjer and Van der Veen144 conclude that "the

major technology issues relate to the extent and intensity of use at the in-

dividual farm level rather than to the initial decision to adopt a new prac-

tice." Thus, adoption apparently cannot be represented adequately by a

dichotomous qualitative variable in many cases.

Given the need for quantitative analysis, it is disturbing that many of

the econometric studies of adoption thus far have focused only on the direc-

tional impacts of certain explanatory forces rather than their quantitative
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importance. For example, several studies of adoption have been undertaken

using chi-square contingency tables to perform nonparametric hypothesis tests

of the importance of certain explanatory variables.145 While the outcome of

these tests may suggest a significant effect in statistical terms, there is no

way of knowing from this type of analysis whether the economic importance of

the effect is worth considering.

Several other studies have used correlation analysis to examine the inter-

relationships of several factors affecting adoption.146 However, this

approach also produces only qualitative information regarding the effect of

various explanatory factors; no information regarding the quantitative impor-

tance of various factors is obtained. Furthermore, the simple correlations

between some variables may be highlyjinfluenced by other variables so that

each correlation may include the spurious effects of the other variables.

Turning to those studies which have attempted to determine econometrically

the quantitative importance of various explanatory variables, ordinary re-

gression methods have been in most common use. However, many such studies

have attempted to explain only the decision of adoption versus nonadoption

rather than the extent or intensity of adoption. For example, a common prac-

tice has been to explain adoption empirically by an ordinary least-squares

regression of a 0-1 adoption variable (say, use of an HYV) on explanatory

variables such as farm size, tenure, location, topography, etc.147 However,

normality of disturbances is obviously inappropriate for such regressions;

and, thus, the estimated standard errors and t ratios produced by an ordinary

least-squares regression are not appropriate for investigating hypotheses

about the role and importance of various factors in the-adoption process.
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Second, ordinary linear-regression estimates produce predictions other

than zero or one for the dependent variable; if these predictions are con-

sidered as probabilities, then predictions less than zero or greater than one

are nonsensical. Some studies148 recognize that normal hypothesis testing

procedures are invalid in this approach but still claim unbiasedness of their

estimated equations. These claims, however, are also not appropriate as the

recent econometric literature on limited dependent variables makes clear.149

Turning to the econometric literature, one finds that appropriate estima-

tion methodology has been developed for investigation of the effects of ex-

planatory variables on dichotomous dependent variables (see, for example, the

survey by Amemiya 50). The most commonly used qualitative response models

are the logit model which corresponds to a logistic distribution function and

the probit model which assumes an underlying normal distribution. These

models specify a functional relation between the probability of adoption and

various explanatory variables. Examining the empirical studies in the litera-

ture, however, reveals that very few have actually adopted those procedures

that explicitly account for the qualitative nature of the dependent variable.

151
Gerhart used a probit analysis to explain adoption rates of hybrid maize

in three different regions in Kenya (unfortunately, this study is subject to

the other biases discussed below). Nerlove and Press152 used logit analysis

to study adoption of several innovations in Philippine agriculture (more will

be said below regarding this study).

With the backdrop of probit and logit models, it is also worthwhile to

discuss another approach that has found its way into the adoption literature;

discriminant analysis is a procedure for classifying observations in one cate-

gory or another based on several explanatory variables.153 The usefulness
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of discriminant analysis, however, is often confused with that of logit

analysis.154 The relative odds of correct binary classification are given

by the logit formula for this case, but the discriminant estimator is not

generally a consistent estimator of the parameters of the logit model when

selections are generated thereby. 55 Hence, the probit-logit methodology

appears to be preferable to discriminant analysis for analyzing the adoption

decision.

C. Continuous But Limited Adoption VariabZes

Next consider the possibilities for studying econometrically the degree or

intensity of adoption as well as the decision of adoption versus nonadoption.

Actually, many of the same empirical problems discussed above also carry over

into problems where adoption is represented by continuous but limited vari-

ables. For example, many studies seek to explain the percentage of adoption

on the basis of various explanatory variables. Thus, the dependent variable is

continuous but limited to the interval (0, 100); hence, this approach entails

obvious specification bias when linearity is used and occasionally produces

nonsensical predictions outside of the interval (0, 100) (see, for example,

the predictions reported by Anden-Lascina and Barker156). Other problems

with limited dependent variables are provided by adoption of inputs, such as

new types of fertilizers, where there is an obvious lower limit of zero on the

amount applied but no clearly defined upper limit. Here again, some studies

have simply regressed fertilizer use linearly on various explanatory variables

without considering the lower boundary.157 This approach is subject to the

same criticism as above if some zero responses for fertilizer use are observed.

Other studies (e.g., David158 and David and Barker159) avoid the

problem of obtaining negative predictions for fertilizer use by using the
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logarithm of fertilizer use as the dependent variable; thus, any finite ex-

planatory variables lead to positive predictions for fertilizer use as long as

finite coefficient estimates are obtained. While this approach is more

acceptable, there may be many farms on which fertilizer is not used, and such

predictions would not be possible in the logarithmic or semilogarithmic frame-

work (given finiteness of variables and coefficients). Again, there is an

obvious problem of specification bias although perhaps not as serious as those

above.

It, therefore, seems that, for most adoption problems, the necessity of

valid hypothesis testing and of unbiased estimation of parameters of the adop-

tion process requires explicit treatment of the limited nature of dependent

variables reflecting adoption intensity. The probit-logit methodology is one

possibility for doing so when the adoption process is dichotomous. But a

strictly dichotomous variable often is not sufficient for examining the extent

and intensity of adoption. For some problems, such as fertilizer use, suf-

ficient modeling detail might be attained in a two-stage investigation where,

first, the probability of fertilizer use is explained in a dichotomous choice

model and then the quantity of use given adoption could be explained in a

conditional model with the logarithm of fertilizer as a dependent variable.

However, other adoption variables, such as the percentage or proportion of

cropland used for HYVs, may require specific considerations of limited depend-

ent variables. The general logistic specification is, again, a feasible

functional form for reflection of variables in the open-unit interval where

ordinary estimation methods can suffice for a suitable transformation.

Furthermore, for the more general limited dependent variable problem,

significant progress in estimation has recently been made by Amemiya,160
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Hartley,161 and others so that consideration of more general functional

relationships including interval end points is feasible.

D. Simultaneous Equations Considerations

Another critical issue which must be considered in econometric studies of fac-

tors affecting adoption is the possibility of simultaneous equations bias.

Among the empirical studies reviewed, one finds a number of cases where these

considerations have not been made. For example, some studies attempt to ex-

plain the quantity of fertilizer used by an ordinary regression on the use of

HYVs among other things.162 However, the decision to use more fertilizer

and the decision to use HYVs are generally simultaneous decisions and, thus,

probably subject to the same random disturbances, e.g., misrepresentation of

the role of extension in learning about both practices. Hence, their results

are apparently subject to simultaneous equation bias and inconsistency. One

study163 also used ordinary regression to determine the effect of the rice

production technology choice (and other factors) on the amount of land used

for rice production. Both of these variables are probably simultaneous choice

variables, also, so that results are biased and inconsistent.

Some studies that have correctly considered the qualitative nature of

their dependent variables have also been subject to this type of bias.164

While simultaneous estimation of linear and even nonlinear systems of equa-

tions is a common econometric problem, the estimation problems offered by

these cases are somewhat more difficult. Nerlove and Press165 appear to

have been among the first to discuss the logit model in a truly simultaneous

equation framework. In the context of simultaneous estimation, of several

adoption decisions, it becomes possible to uncover interactions which can be
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extremely useful in attempts to manipulate the adoption process. For example,

suppose several new technologies or practices are introduced in an attempt to

modernize production, e.g., hybrid seed, chemical fertilizer, modern weeding

practices, and modern land preparation practices. In this case, it may be

that a farmer is more likely to adopt fertilizer if hybrid seed is adopted but

not necessarily vice versa. These results, if forthcoming, would suggest that

extension work might concentrate more on hybrid seed adoption since fertilizer

use is likely to follow. Nerlove and Press, in fact, introduced a technical

framework for investigating these kinds of interactions in a simultaneous

multinomial log-linear probability model and have further applied the frame-

work to simultaneous investigation of these four adoption decisions in

Philippine agriculture. The analysis is quite brief and is provided only as

an example but, nevertheless, begs for further application of multinomial

logit or probit models in the study of adoption.

Another recent approach to empirical work on adoption which shows promise

particularly for multiequation modeling is based on duality.166 Using the

dual approach, one can specify flexible equations describing choices for

several decision variables in such a way that estimates of different equations

can be constrained to relate to a common underlying producer decision prob-

lem. Because different equations relating to the same farmer have common

parameters representing preferences and technology, constrained estimation

leads to greater efficiency in estimation. A particular advantage gained

through this approach in the ability to examine distributional implications of

new policies or technologies by exploiting the model structure. These advan-

tages in examining distributional implications of policies for developing

agriculture are exemplified in recent studies by Lau, Wun-Long, and
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16716Yetopulus and Lau et al.168 The methodology for extending this ap-

proach for the case where some decisions are discrete has been developed in

the works of McFadden169 and, in some cases, lead to multinomial logit

models similar to the Nerlove-Press study above. It remains, however, to

apply the more general methodology in examining technology adoption in de-

veloping agriculture.

V. Conclusions and Implications for Further Adoption Research

The adoption research reviewed herein seems to support the following major

conclusions. First, most adoption research thus far has viewed the adoption

decision in dichotomous terms (adoption/nonadoption). But for many types of

innovations, the interesting questions may be related to the intensity of use

(e.g., how much fertilizer is used per hectare or how much land is planted to

HYV). Future studies can rectify this problem by properly accounting for a

more varied range of responses and by employing statistical techniques suit-

able for the type of variables considered.

Second, empirical research of adoption behavior should recognize that, in

many cases, several innovations which have various degrees of complementarity

are introduced simultaneously. It follows that adoption decisions for various

innovations are interrelated. Consideration of these interrelationships

should be reflected in the econometric procedures. Doing otherwise may in-

troduce biases and detract from the validity of the conclusions reached.

Third, many adoption models consider a rather simple economic model where

the industry is a pricetaker in perfect competition with using homogeneous

inputs. As Falcon notes, however, price effects in input and output resulting

from technology adoption markets may affect the progress and the direction of
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the diffusion process by affecting the relative profitability of alternative

technologies and by changing the income distribution. Similarly, the

"nonexistence" of government policies in most adoption models is bothersome.

Price support schemes, food, taxes and subsidies, and input and output quotas

are an important part of the reality of many developing countries and affect

technological choices and diffusion processes.

Fourth, the conflicting conclusions which are sometimes indicated by stud-

ies from different regions or countries may, in many cases, be the result of

differing social, cultural, and institutional environments (aside from "pure"

economic factors). It is thus essential to provide detailed information on

the interactions among the various factors which generate the observed be-

havioral patterns. Furthermore, in consideration of the dynamic aspects of

adoption, descriptive studies suggest that a given farmer may follow a se-

quential process of adoption of several related production practices. Further

work is needed to understand any order and regularity in such chain processes.

Finally, differential adoption rates of Green Revolution technology by

different socioeconomic groups (classified, for example, by tenure status or

holding size) are often found to disappear once the process is sufficiently

advanced (e.g., Ruttan). But even if this is the case, the early adopters

(usually the larger and wealthier farms) can accumulate more wealth and use

the differential in the subjective value of land to acquire more land from the

laggards. The acquisition of new wealth enables further adoption and thus

affects the dynamic pattern of aggregate adoption. Thus, special attention to

changes in landholding patterns and wealth accumulation (as well as tenancy

arrangements) is warranted.
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